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Given the new normal post COVID-19, what changes do you see in
dermatology services over the next 5 years?

Introduction:
COVID-19 has drastically impacted dermatology through the use of telemedicine
consultations, the increase in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) approaches
to dermatology and reduced surgical treatment. In this essay, I shall discuss how these will
continue to change dermatology services over the next five years.

Telemedicine:
Since the pandemic started, we have seen a shift towards remote consultations in both
primary and secondary care. According to a study evaluating telemedicine in the Mayo Clinic
during the pandemic, it has helped to maintain continuity of care whilst maximising patient
and healthcare worker safety (1). It has also provided more efficient care, particularly for
unwell patients who could not travel into the hospital or GP surgery for face-to-face
appointments (1). Telemedicine has also improved patient satisfaction since patients can now
have a telephone or video appointment during their working day instead of having to miss
work or school for their face-to-face appointment, highlighting its benefits.
Telemedicine has been used for some time in dermatology (teledermatology) before
the pandemic but has only just emerged in primary care. During a GP placement, my GP tutor
highlighted how they could now send photos of skin lesions to dermatologists and receive
prompt responses whereas before, patients would have to wait for an appointment with a
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dermatologist after referral. This is due to many trusts creating new ‘Advice and Guidance’
request pathways where dermatologists would reply to GPs within 48 hours (2).
However, teledermatology does have drawbacks. For instance, photos of skin lesions
would be of reduced quality than seeing patients’ skin face-to-face, which could increase
misdiagnoses. The aforementioned BAD report highlighted this as a key issue across all Trusts
(2) and reduces the efficiency of care provision since patients would require a face-to-face
review. Misdiagnoses are more common in patients of coloured skin due to gaps in
knowledge, which are now being narrowed in medical education through including coloured
skin images in the BAD Dermatology Handbook for example (3).
Another key issue with teledermatology is that GPs and dermatologists can only
inspect and not palpate photos of patients’ skin. There are also issues with privacy and data
protection of patient images since the BAD remote teledermatology guidance has stated that
GPs have been transferring them via generic email addresses and mobile text messages (4).
Departments need to develop secure pathways for image transfer if teledermatology will stay
long-term.
Therefore, as we recover from the pandemic during the next 5 years, it is important
that we investigate teledermatology services to find out which patient groups it is useful for
whilst ensuring that it is safe, efficient and easy to use.
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Artificial intelligence and machine learning in dermatology:
There is evidence that artificial intelligence (AI) can assist clinicians to improve human clinical
decision making due to more healthcare data being available and rapid development of big
data analysis (5). Machine-learning (ML) approaches such as support vector machines and
convolutional neural networks have been shown to be the most accurate at skin cancer
detection (6), with a rapid development of commercially-developed applications that claim
to detect early skin cancer using ML. Many (especially smartphone applications) can be used
from the patient’s home without having to visit a healthcare professional. Three examples,
Skin Vision, Skin Analytics and Fotofinder Moleanalyser Pro show promising accuracy (7, 8, 9)
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: A graph showing the accuracy measures of three commercially-developed applications
that can detect early skin cancer.

However, these apps show false positive rates of above 10%. This can make patients with
benign moles worried that they have cancer, and with the pandemic already increasing their
stress and anxiety levels, you can imagine how this would impact their mental health. These
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apps may thus do more harm than good. Furthermore, only the applications specified above
have any published evidence evaluating their accuracy. Further research evaluating the
accuracy of other apps as well as patient and clinician acceptability must be done to
determine their utility in skin cancer detection.
As the use of AI and ML in dermatology will only increase over the next 5 years, it is
important that it is used well to preserve doctor-patient integrity and minimise patient
anxiety.

The surgical aspect of dermatology:
The pandemic has severely impacted dermatology’s surgical aspect. The results of a survey
exploring the impact of COVID-19 on Mohs surgery services in the UK show that not only has
it caused a shift from face-to-face to telephone consultations but also a change in surgical
technique itself, with reduced external reconstruction and increased use of dissolvable
sutures (10). This removes the need for patients to return to theatre for suture removal,
reducing the number of patients entering hospital during the pandemic.
During the first wave of COVID-19, we saw a cancellation of elective surgeries
worldwide (10). Since this increased the risk of tumorigenesis for cancer patients, the Society
of Surgical Oncology created risk assessment resources for the surgical management of
cancers on a case-by-case basis. For melanoma, the resource stated that surgical resection of
T3/T4 melanomas (>2mm thickness) should take priority, sentinel node biopsy should only be
performed on lesions >1mm and that metastatic resections should cease for now (11). Since
patients with lower-grade or metastatic melanomas could not have surgery during this time,
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they may have undergone alternative cancer treatments such as chemotherapy and
radiotherapy. During the next 5 years, we may see an increase and plateau of these treatment
forms as well as further development of technology that may enable surgeons and theatre
staff to scrub in remotely using mobile devices and extended services to hard-to-reach
populations (12).

Conclusion:
I believe that the use of telemedicine and AI will continue over the next 5 years as we recover
from the pandemic. Whilst the pandemic has taught us that we can use these services in
dermatology, it is now important for us to learn when the use of these services will be
appropriate and how we can balance patient care to ensure that it is accurate, efficient, safe
and user-friendly.
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